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Abstract

This study reviews the up-to-date hydrogeological contribution of the new, geophysical magnetic resonance sounding (MRS)

method and presents new interpretation ideas and potential regarding various hydrogeological applications. The main

advantage of the MRS method as compared to other geophysical methods is in its water selectivity. MRS is commercially

available but is also the subject of R & D to minimize a number of limitations related not only to data acquisition but also to

hydrogeological data interpretation. The two main MRS output data types are free water content ðFMRSÞ and decay time

constant ðTdÞ: Relations between FMRS and effective porosity, specific yield and specific storage are discussed in the framework

of an original groundwater storage concept. Td is correlated empirically with hydraulic conductivity, however such correlation

is not yet quantified for various rock types so Td has to be calibrated by borehole data. As an improvement of the data

interpretation, a proposal of a new, multi-decay approach is presented. The advantage of such analysis is that it combines

storage and flow property characteristics in assessing water content at various pore size fractions, and the disadvantage is that it

is applicable only at large signal to noise ratios. Five case examples are used to show that combined interpretation of FMRS and

Td can be used to evaluate subsurface hydrostratigraphy although such analysis is vulnerable to equivalence error and its

resolution decreases with depth. MRS with large volume-averaging schema and current limitation to 1D approach is already

suitable for groundwater modelling applications and for evaluation of groundwater potential in the MRS measurement scale

(,100 £ 100 m2) but is not yet optimized for well siting. MRS can detect water in the unsaturated zone, which can be

potentially used in real time subsurface flux monitoring. Field experiments indicate that MRS is not appropriate for

groundwater salinity detection. No field experiments have yet been made to detect hydrogenated compounds like hydrocarbons

and tracers in the subsurface.
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1. Introduction

Various methods of subsurface investigation are

known in hydrogeology. They are either invasive like

those where physical subsurface penetration is needed
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(investigation boreholes including borehole logs,

pumping and tracer tests, standard soil moisture or

suction pressure profiling etc.) or noninvasive like

surface electrical and electromagnetic methods,

ground penetrating radar methods etc. Invasive

methods are expensive and time consuming while

surface noninvasive geophysical methods are largely

non-unique with respect to the discrimination between

water and medium. A new, hydro-geophysical

method magnetic resonance sounding (MRS) has a

great future due to the applied nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) principle well described in

the context of borehole logging applications e.g.

in Allen et al. (1997). In the MRS technique, an

excitation is made from the ground surface

(non-invasive sounding) with the MRS instrument at

the Larmor (resonance) frequency f ¼ 0:04258·B;

predetermined with a standard magnetometer by

measuring the earth’s magnetic field ðBÞ: Currently

there is only one MRS instrument commercially

available called NUMISPLUS (an other one called

HYDROSCOPE is available only in Russia) as

presented in Fig. 1 (IRIS Instruments, 2002). The

NUMIS instrument consists of the following equip-

ment units (numbers as in Fig. 1): (1) two identical

DC/DC converters used to program a variable amount

of electric energy to produce the loop excitation

current in a form of required pulse moment ðQÞ; (2) the

main MRS unit used both for the AC loop excitation

and the signal acquisition; (3) a reel of copper cable

Fig. 1. Commercial MRS equipment: NUMISPLUS (IRIS Instruments, 2002).
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used to layout the loop usually laid down as a

square, AC current loop of 50–150 m length of the

side (Fig. 1); (4) a tuning box; (5) a high capacity

rechargeable battery used to power the system and (6)

a normal PC laptop for overall system control, data

recording and processing. In MRS technology instead

of a laboratory-generated magnetic field, the earth

natural magnetic field is used as a static field. Upon

termination of the excitation, an in-situ hydrogen

nuclei precession continues freely for a short time,

usually less than one second, generating a weak

NMR AC magnetic field detectable at the surface.

The complete MRS field sounding is composed of

a number of measurements, whereby the investigated

volume is energized with systematically increased

excitation pulse moments Q ¼ I·t (I – current [A],

t – excitation time [ms]) generated by the MRS

instrument at the Larmor frequency. From the series

of such excitations, the initial signal amplitude E0

versus Q is made as shown in Fig. 2a. In Fig. 2b an

excitation current in a single excitation is shown,

followed by a 30 ms ‘dead-time’ (time between the

termination of the excitation and first signal measure-

ment) during which no measurement can be made.

Next in Fig. 2c, the decaying signal recorded in

time ðtÞ is presented. The envelope of this signal is

usually modelled by the following equation:

EðtÞ ¼ E0 expð2t=TdÞcosð2pft þ wÞ ð1Þ

where E0 is the initial signal amplitude derived

from the NMR signal decay envelope (Fig. 2c), Td

decay time constant and w phase shift between the

signal and excitation current are the three par-

ameters extracted from the signal. The inversion of

E0 and of Td as a function of Q yields two types of

hydrogeologically significant information: free

water content ðFMRSÞ and decay time constant

ðTdÞ both as a function of depth. In the standard

inversion tool w is not used. It provides, however,

data acquisition quality control.

Fig. 2. MRS data acquisition at site Waalwijk-2 (The Netherlands): (a) sounding summary: E0 vs. Q; (b) excitation pulse moment; (c) voltage

induced in the MRS loop by the 1H precessing nuclei. (Frequency scaled down by 16 for display purpose).
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The main advantage of MRS as compared to

other classical geophysical methods is that it is

water selective, which means that an excitation is at

the specific hydrogen nuclei resonance precession

frequency so the response is unique for water (e.g.

groundwater). Techniques such as resistivity

methods or time domain electromagnetic (TDEM)

lack this feature. The MRS technique is still

undergoing development. The most important limi-

tations are related to MRS investigations in

electrically conductive environments, in environ-

ments with low S/N (Signal to Noise) ratio and in

areas with inhomogeneous magnetic field. In

electrically conductive environments, an inversion

is distorted by attenuation of a signal by conductive

layers. This limitation can be improved, up to the

certain degree, by application of a resistivity model,

which, however, requires separate use of an

electrical and/or electromagnetic method next to

MRS, Shushakov (1996) and Legchenko and

Shushakov (1998). The acquisition of a valid MRS

data set is also substantially dependent on the S/N

ratio. The NMR signal is dependent not only on the

in-situ groundwater content and its depth, but also

on the strength of the earth’s spatially dependent

magnetic field, whereas the noise is related to

lightning and/or artificial man-made noise sources

i.e. electrical power lines etc. At locations

characterized by very low S/N ratios (S/N p 1),

the acquisition of a valid MRS data set is not

practical because it is either too long or it is not

possible at all. There are also some locations where

even the shallow-lying productive aquifers cannot

be detected with current MRS instrumentation

because of inhomogeneous magnetic field. Other

important MRS limitations in hydrogeological

applications are: (1) restricted to 1D data acquisition

and inversion; (2) even in favorable S/N ratio and

electrically resistive conditions the penetration depth

is still instrumentally limited to ,100 m due to the

combined limitations on loop size and maximum Q

(excitation pulse moment); (3) the Td measurement

is limited by dead-time of 30 ms and in practice

is restricted to Tp
2 while an apparent T1 can now

be estimated (see explanation below). A more

complete description of the MRS technique itself

can be found in Goldman et al. (1994), Roy and

Lubczynski, (2000a), Legchenko et al. (2002),

Roy and Lubczynski (2003) and Lubczynski and

Roy (2004).

This MRS assessment is based on experience with

NUMIS MRS technology evaluated in the period up

to the end of 2001.

2. Literature overview

Since the origin of the MRS method till the late

’80 s, the MRS technique was known only to a

restricted Russian group from Novosibirsk. The first

Russian MRS instrument called HYDROSCOPE was

extensively used at that time in Russia, mainly in

Siberia where a strong magnetic field is favorable for

a good S/N ratio and thus for MRS measurements

(Lubczynski and Roy, 2004, Fig. 6). Unfortunately

very little material is available from those exper-

iments. Since the beginning of the 90s when MRS and

HYDROSCOPE became more widely known, par-

ticularly in the middle 90s when the French instru-

ment NUMIS came on the market, a rapid MRS

technology development started. Since then, the

hydrogeological verification was intensified, before

1998 in a rather qualitative manner and since 1998 in

a more quantitative manner as described below.

In the period before 1998, the comparison of the

FMRS with borehole logs and/or results of other

geophysical methods is presented by various research-

ers e.g. Semenov (1987), Schirov et al. (1991),

Goldman et al. (1994), Trushkin et al. (1994),

Trushkin et al. (1995), Gev et al. (1996) and

Shushakov (1996). The most systematic comparative

analysis of FMRS and related lithological grain

volume fractions, is provided by Lieblich et al.

(1994) although the reported MRS tests were made

at sites apparently unfavorable for a 1D technique. It

is also interesting to note the HYDROSCOPE

calibration test performed on the Ob river (Schirov

et al., 1991), where 100% of FMRS for the water

body below a thin ice cover was obtained by

HYDROSCOPE inversion. Unfortunately, the

complete quantitative description of this experiment

is not available. The first hydrogeological interpret-

ation of the HYDROSCOPE Tp
2 in terms of transmis-

sivity ðTÞ is mentioned in Schirov et al. (1991). In

Goldman et al. (1994), it is explained how T is

obtained using HYDROSCOPE Tp
2 inversion although
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the explanation on how Tp
2 is transformed into T is not

available. An attempt was made to compare MRS

originated T with pumping test T (not quoted by the

authors). A discrepancy in a range of 2–3 orders of

magnitude was obtained which resulted in the final

statement that ‘transmissivity and pore size, these are

parameters less reliably determined’. Later no more

HYDROSCOPE T interpretation was published (in

Western literature). Concerning MRS performance in

saline water environments Goldman et al. (1994)

concluded that MRS is not a salinity-measuring tool

although its integrated use with TDEM enhances the

reliability of TDEM application in salinity estimates

(Goldman et al., 1994; Trushkin et al., 1995;

Shushakov, 1996).

In the period since 1998 more quantitative MRS

studies have been carried out with hydrogeological

cross validation. In 1998, at the Environmental and

Engineering Geophysics Society (EEGS) meeting in

Barcelona, Legchenko et al. (1998) presented a linear

correlation between signal amplitude and borehole

pumping rate for a number of wells tested and Roy

et al. (1998) verified MRS using a slug test and core

recovery log from a well bored after the MRS

measurement had been done. Verification of the

MRS water content by core sampling combined with

geophysical logging is presented by Yaramanci et al.,

(1999). Verification of the MRS extractable ground-

water water content using pumping test data (single

well tests) on a Southern African Karoo Sandstone

layer is presented by Roy and Lubczynski (2000b) and

Kgotlhang (2000). Verification of Seever’s and

Kenyon’s formula for calculation of hydraulic

conductivity and correlation of MRS transmissivities

with transmissivities obtained from well pumping

tests is presented by Legchenko et al. (2002) in the

special, MRS dedicated issue of the Journal of

Applied Geophysics from May 2002 where a

number of hydrogeologically focused MRS papers

have been published. The complete hydrogeological

and geophysical review of MRS capabilities and

limitations is presented in Lubczynski and Roy (2004).

3. Aquifer parameterisation

MRS technology and its capability for hydrogeo-

logical aquifer parameterization is discussed on

the base of the sounding example Waalwijk-2 (Figs.

2 and 3) from The Netherlands presented next to other

four sounding results from Botswana (2), France and

Portugal. The site Waalwijk-2 with a high S/N ¼ 96

was selected for more detailed MRS interpretation, to

avoid noise-induced indeterminations in MRS data

interpretation. Such a high S/N ratio was attributed to

the strong signal due to the water abundant multi-

layered aquifer system and low artificial noise (nature

park location) as well as low natural noise at the time

the sounding was made. The other four presented

sounding results had the following S/N ratios: Serowe

(Botswana) – 0.8, Palla Road (Botswana) – 1.6, St.

Cyr en Val (France) – 8.3 and Lameira (Portugal) –

4.0. The hydrogeological schematization of the five

MRS test sites is discussed hereafter and presented

down to 100 m depth in Fig. 3a.

The Waalwijk-2 MRS site is located at 5183900900N

and 580605700E (X ¼ 136225 and Y ¼ 407100 in the

local Dutch Rijksdriehoeksmeeting coordinate sys-

tem). The hydrogeological log representative for that

site has been estimated from the nearby (,3 km),

abundant boreholes, hydrogeological expertise with

pumping test data and numerical models (TNO,

2002). The subsurface lithology at the Waalwijk-2

test site location can be characterized as a three layer

multi-aquifer system (only two aquifers shown in

Fig. 3a) separated by clay-rich layers (aquitards) in

which downward leakage occurs (head decline with

depth reported). The upper unconfined (static ground-

water table ,6 m b.g.s), 46 m thick and highly

permeable aquifer (horizontal hydraulic conductivity

Kh ¼ 24 m=d), which is the main target of the

Waalwijk-2 MRS test, is comprised of the Nuenen

Subgroup and Sterksel Formation. The underlying

33 m thick clay aquitard (vertical hydraulic conduc-

tivity Kv ¼ 0:004 m=d) is intercalated with sandy

deposits. The second aquifer ðKh ¼ 5 m=dÞ is separ-

ated from the third aquifer ðKh ¼ 15 m=dÞ by

relatively thin, 5 m clay aquitard characterized by

Kv ¼ 0:015 m=d: All the above-specified K values of

the schematized layers, aquifers and aquitards, are

extracted from the REGIS database (TNO, 2002).

With regard to storage property evaluation, only the

estimate of the Nuenen-Subgroup specific yield ðSyÞ

of 0.3 of the upper layer is available (TNO, 2002).

For generic guidelines regarding the range of

porosity, effective porosity and specific yield of
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Fig. 3. MRS sounding example at five selected test sites (Serowe, Palla Road, St-Cyr-en-Val, Lameira and Waalwijk-2): (a) Hydrogeologically schematized subsurface; (b) MRS

water content ðFMRSÞ with depth; (c) MRS signal decay time constant ðTp
2 Þ with depth including Schirov et al. (1991) decay relationships.
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the unconsolidated deposits the reader is referred to

(Rawls and Brakensiek, 1985; Maidment, 1993).

The Lameira (Portugal) MRS site (UTM

Zone 29, 642255, 4216409) is located within

the Moura-Ficalho carbonate fractured and karstic

aquifer system (Fig. 3a). The MRS sounding was

performed at ,1 km distance off the aquifer anticline

core outcrop composed of Cambrian dolomites.

Despite the quite close distance, the MRS test

did not identify the target aquifer within the depth

of 60 m b.g.s. After the MRS test, an investigation

borehole was drilled down to 207 m to test the MRS

findings (Roy et al., 1998). Under approximately 2 m

thick soil and impermeable shales reaching down to

13.7 m b.g.s., a 5 m thick confined water bearing

horizon of Tertiary conglomerates was found, for

which T ¼ 25 m2=d was estimated by slug testing.

Within the underlying 115 m thick Ordovician

impermeable metavolcanics sequence two fractured

zones were identified, first at 32–37 m b.g.s. filled

with clay and second at 48–58 m b.g.s. without clay.

The target Cambrian dolomites, correspondent to the

Moura-Ficalho aquifer were found at 133 m b.g.s.

beyond the MRS access capability with no important

water resources.

At the St-Cyr-en-Val site in France (UTM Zone 31,

422740, 5293026) MRS sounding was performed at

the location with three distinct aquifers, which has

been hydrogeologically investigated by BRGM (Leg-

chenko et al., 1995). The upper unconfined aquifer

(groundwater table at ,8.3 m b.g.s.) is composed of

10 m thick alluvial deposits and a 15 m thick layer of

mixed gravel, sand and clay, both underlain by 3 m

thick impermeable marl (Fig. 3a). Below there are two

karstic limestone aquifers separated by a low

permeable sandstone layer at 52–60 m b.g.s. The

total thickness of all aquifers is around 70–80 m with

an average porosity of 10% and a T ¼ 0:28 m2=s;

which leads to an estimate of K ø 300 m=d:

Two MRS soundings made at Serowe and Palla

Road sites correspond to two national scale ground-

water resources projects in Botswana. The Serowe

sounding is located next to the borehole BH 5301

(UTM zone 35, 453500, 7536700) with 22 m3/h

borehole yield and Palla Road sounding next to the

borehole BH 7583 (UTM zone 35, 476693, 7397144)

with 118 m3/h yield. Both locations have a comparable

hydrogeological set-up, with unconsolidated Kalahari

Sand overlying the main Ntane Sandstone aquifer, in

Serowe with a 40 m thick cover and in Palla Road with

an 8 m cover. The Serowe sounding is located in the

recharge area and the aquifer is unconfined with

relatively low K ø Kh ¼ 1 m=d and Sy ¼ 0:04: The

Palla Road sounding is located in the discharge area, at

the highly fractured outlet of the hydrogeological Palla

Road basin. The sandstone aquifer with locally

extended leaky confined silty sandstone sections (the

whole profile of silty sandstone was found to be wet at

the time of drilling), has K . 10 m=d; pumping test

transmissivity T . 1000 m2=d and Sy ¼ 0:02: All

presented Botswana K and S values are extracted

from the numerical models available for both areas

analyzed (WCS, 1994, 2000).

3.1. Water content interpretation

In the MRS technique the subsurface water content

is evaluated through the geophysical inversion of the

E0 ¼ f ðQÞ curve (Fig. 2a) with instrument specific

software NUMIS. As a result MRS free water content

ðFMRSÞ is obtained as a function of depth (Fig. 3b).

The important aspect is to translate this term into a

commonly used water storage term. Regarding a soil/

rock-water relationships related to the storage evalu-

ation, there are differences between the disciplines of

hydrology, soil science and geophysics, particularly

with respect to the terminology of the least defined

microscopic processes at the pore-water contact.

Therefore to understand the meaning of the measured

FMRS; the MRS subsurface water storage concept is

presented below and illustrated in Fig. 4.

Free water content ðFfÞ is the percentage of water

that is outside the field of molecular forces of

attraction of the solid particles that can be displaced

by gravity or pressure gradients, as compared to the

total rock volume. Bound water ðubÞ in contrast to free

water is the amount of water attached to the solids by

molecular forces of attraction, non-removable by

gravity and/or pressure gradient forces but removable

by centrifugal action defined e.g. by Polubarinova-

Kochina (1962) at acceleration 70,000 times

exceeding the acceleration of gravity. Bound water

surrounding a solid consists of two zones (Fig. 4)

differing in forces of attraction to the solid, an internal

zone of firmly bound water approximately 0.1 mm

thick, which can practically be treated as a solid due to
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the very strong forces of attraction and an

external transition zone of loosely bound water

with arbitrarily defined water film thickness of

,0.1–0.5 mm (Polubarinova-Kochina, 1962). The

bound water film surrounding a solid varies with the

grain size of the solids, their surface area and mineral

type (Grabowska-Olszewska and Siergiejew, 1977;

Coates et al., 1998). The thickness of the bound water

film is influenced by the strength of the forces of

attraction and is correlated with the MRS signal decay

time ðTdÞ; although the exact relation is not known. So

far in the NMR studies (Timur, 1969; Coates et al.,

1998) and in MRS studies as well (Schirov et al.,

1991; Goldman et al., 1994; Lieblich et al., 1994) it is

assumed that the measured signals after the 30 ms

dead-time (current instrumental characteristic), have a

decay rate corresponding to free water ðFMRS ø FfÞ:

Although signals with a decay rate slightly faster than

30 ms can be detected, it is widely and arbitrarily

assumed (also in the continuation of this paper) that

with the available instrumentation only free water is

measured. This aspect however, requires further

investigation as well as MRS relation between the

decay rate and the size of the bound water film on the

various rocks and minerals.

In the saturated zone (displayed in the lower part of

Fig. 4), the free water content ðFfÞ consists of the

effective porosity (fraction of the rock occupied by the

water free to flow) and unconnected and dead-end

pores as defined by Marsily (1986). Effective porosity

ðneÞ defined as a proportion between Darcian velocity

and true linear velocity of groundwater flow is a

kinematical parameter often applied in aquifer flow

and transport modelling. In microscopic processes it

refers to the continual exchange of molecules from one

phase to the other through molecular Brownian

motion. For example, a circulating molecule may

become immobilized in the course of its progress,

while another one that was originally immobile may be

set in motion (Marsily, 1986). Dead-end porosity

(fractures and micro-joints but also non-flowing karstic

cavities etc.) often plays an important role in karstic

and hard rocks while unconnected pores are abundant

in volcanic and karstic rocks. In unconsolidated

sediments the role of unconnected and dead-end

porosity is negligible or can even be disregarded as is

suggested by Fetter (1994, p. 81). If the MRS sounding

is performed over the rocks where the dead-end and

unconnected porosity can be neglected, Ff and there-

fore FMRS as well, can be directly interpreted as ne:

Many groundwater applications are related to well

abstractions. If an unconfined aquifer is desaturated

by well abstraction, the quantity of gravitational

water (water that can be released by gravity forces) is

determined by specific yield ðSyÞ: The remaining

water in the desaturated part of an aquifer represents

the total unsaturated specific retention capacity ðSrÞ;

in soil science known as moisture at field capacity

ðuFCÞ; which consists of bound water ðubÞ and a

portion of free water retained against gravity forces

ðufÞ: The latter can be of the following origin: (1)

water of unconnected porosity (usually minimal

contribution) – if pores are sufficiently large ðTd .

30 msÞ then such water is ‘seen’ by MRS (e.g. in

volcanic and karstic rocks); (2) water of the dead-end

pores not allowing for gravity water release – this is

an important contribution only in secondary porosity

rocks; (3) free capillary water ðucÞ–usually the main

Fig. 4. Groundwater storage concept.
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uf contribution in the unsaturated zone, represents

part of the free water resistant to gravity release and

driven by hydraulic head difference (but not gravity),

which after rock desaturation ‘wets’ the solids (air

stays in the middle of the voids) surrounding them

with capillary water attached to the solids by surface

tension forces.

Under the assumption of FMRS ø Ff ; Sy can be

calculated from Sy ¼ FMRS 2 uf : Practical definition

of uf is cumbersome, so instead use of Sr; is more

convenient although only if ub can be neglected. By

applying Sr instead of uf it is expected that the FMRS

measurement provides the entire spectrum of water

content including bound water, which in practice is not

the case yet because current instrumental limitations

do not allow for measurement of a signal ,30 ms. As

soon as this limitation is overcome, the Sy can be

properly estimated from Sy ¼ FMRS 2 Sr where Sr can

either be arbitrarily estimated as shown in Fig. 5 or

through the estimate of uFC by other known hydro-

logical methods (Maidment, 1993). Practical water

supplying applications however focus on water bearing

aquifers normally composed of coarse rock materials

allowing for the assumption uf ø Sr ¼ uFC which

permits only slight underestimation in Sy estimate

(by the amount of bound-water included in uFC).

In confined aquifers, elastic water release is not

related to the gravity dewatering process, as is the case

in unconfined aquifers, but to the water expansion and

aquifer compaction effect attributed to aquifer press-

ure changes. If the aquifer compressibility ðaÞ and

water compressibility ðbÞ can be estimated, the

specific storage ðSsÞ value depends then upon the

porosity ðnÞ value according to the formula Ss ¼

rgðaþ nbÞ where r is water density and g is gravity

acceleration. Currently, n is underestimated by the

instrumentally limited estimate of FMRS neglecting

bound water. The overall storage term is then

calculated from the formula S ¼ D·Ss; where D is a

layer thickness, which also can be estimated by MRS

(see section Aquifer Geometry).

In the geophysical inversion FMRS is determined

at certain depth intervals; the larger the h=L ratio

(h : depth, L : loop size), the larger the influence of

Fig. 5. Relation between specific yield and retention capacity (redrawn after Todd (1959)).
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equivalence error in the inversion results. A more

reliable quantitative interpretation of water content at

certain analyzed depth intervals, can be done by

integrating the product of FMRS·D ¼ Hw ø Ff ·D

(Legchenko and Shushakov, 1998) with depth,

where Hw is a free hydrostatic column of water. Hw

can be estimated for single layers of interest like

aquifers but also for the arbitrary depth intervals like

e.g. Hwm estimated for the maximal MRS investi-

gation depth.

An example of FMRS inversion for the five sites

described earlier is presented in Fig. 3b. The figure is

built with a commonly used scheme of pre-setting the

number of depth intervals equal to the number of Q

values used to perform the MRS survey. At Waalwijk-

2 this number was equal to 24 but often, as in the other

cases presented (Fig. 3), a number of 16 is used. The

maximum depth at which these depth intervals are

determined, is selected by the operator taking into

account the loop shape, the loop size, the maximum Q

value and the subsurface electrical conductivity.

In Waalwijk (Fig. 3b), the first interpreted layer is an

unsaturated zone 0–6 m whereFMRS rapidly increases

from about 7% at the surface to FMRS ¼ 22% at 6 m

b.g.s. Substantially variable FMRS with depth is likely

to result from the occurrence of retained water in

the capillary fringe. At approximately 6 m b.g.s. at the

groundwater table level, a distinct break point in the

FMRS is observed. Below this, the variation of FMRS

with depth is likely to be attributed to lithological and

granulometric differences with depth. At the depth

interval of 6–10 m, corresponding to a fine sand layer,

the FMRS slope is reduced. Below this, FMRS increases

in medium to coarse sand interval between 10 and

14.5 m and continues increasing downward where the

gravel layer starts. This gravel layer continues down to

17.5 m b.g.s. and the section below, down to 21.5 m, is

composed of interchanging thin layers of coarse sand

and fine gravel. From 21.5 m down to 52 m b.g.s.

a medium sand is dominant although some ,1 m

thin layers offine sand and a single thick gravel layer at

33–39 m b.g.s. are present. At 52 m b.g.s. the clayey

aquitard starts, which is composed of sandy clay at

upper 10 m and pure clay down to 85 m b.g.s. Clay

normally contains a higher percentage of water than

sand or gravel, however the pore size of the clay is

much smaller, which implies that the majority of water

is stored in pores too small to be detected with

instrumental dead time (30 ms). This is reflected by

a substantial drop of FMRS with depth, which

represents measurable water only. Below 85 m where

the second aquifer starts, an expected increase ofFMRS

is not observed. Taking into account the resistivity

profile established on the available borehole logs, the

numerical modelling shows that with the survey

parameters used (loop size, loop shape and range of

excitation moment used), it is not possible to

discriminate responses between the first aquifer, clay

aquitard and second aquifer using standard MRS

inversion tools. It is an example of the loss of resolution

with depth. The Waalwijk-2 site has the highest free

water storage capacity as compared to other four sites

evaluated and that is reflected by high Hwm ¼ 22:4 m

estimated for the interval of 100 m b.g.s.

In Lameira, shallow free water is detected near the

surface (,2%) at ,3 m b.g.s. (Fig. 3a and b) in the

soil and unconsolidated deposits. It is a thin water film

of the recent rain recharge accumulated at the top of

the underlying low permeable shale layer. The

conglomerate layer at ,14–18 m b.g.s., is the most

porous horizon identified by the increase of FMRS up

to 10%. Within the large sequence of metavolcanic

rocks there are two fractured zones whereas only the

deeper one (48–58 m b.g.s) shows an increase in

FMRS up to ,4% while no free water was detected at

the shallower fractured zone (32 – 37 m b.g.s.)

enriched with clay. The Lameira site represents the

lowest water storage capacity as compared to the

other four sites evaluated and that is reflected by

the low Hwm ¼ 0:7 m estimated for the interval of

0–60 m b.g.s. This value is low even for secondary

porosity rocks.

In St-Cyr-en-Val, FMRS rapidly increases with

depth in the unsaturated zone from 2 to 13% (Fig. 3b)

reflecting an unsaturated zone profile sequence

of rainwater moisture, capillary fringe and finally

a saturated zone below the groundwater table.

From the groundwater table level FMRS gradually

declines, reaching a local minimum at ,23 m b.g.s.

slightly above an impermeable dolomite layer at

25–28 m b.g.s. The second, karstic aquifer is well

reflected by the gentle increase of FMRS up to 5–6%

at about 30–42 m b.g.s. which further decreases with

depth reaching zero at the level 52–60 m b.g.s.

coincident with underlying low permeable sandstone

aquitard. The third karstic aquifer is not detected due
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to the influence of the overlying conductive layers

(Legchenko et al., 1995). St-Cyr-en-Val has Hwm ¼

2:9 m integrated over the 0–60 m depth interval

which is typically quite low for the karstic aquifers.

MRS soundings in Botswana in general are

difficult to perform not only because of usually low

S/N due to the relatively low earth’s magnetic field

and quite high natural noise (Roy and Lubczynski,

2000b) but also because of the low effective porosities

of the Ntane Sandstone target aquifer of approxi-

mately 2–6%. In Palla Road, the shallow groundwater

table (11.9 m) is well marked by the inflection point of

FMRS: The overlying zone of silty sandstone (11.9–

18 m) is substantially saturated by upward leakage

showing no FMRS difference as compared to the

underlying aquifer. Below 18 m b.g.s. FMRS reflects

the pattern of the thick Ntane Sandstone aquifer

interchanging with coarse, medium and fine lithology

sections, which partly can also be influenced by poor

S/N ratio, particularly at the deeper sections analyzed.

The highest FMRS , 6% values are observed within

the coarse sandstone sections enhanced additionally

by the abundant open fractures. In contrast to

the Palla Road case, the Serowe case characterizes a

68 m deep, unconfined aquifer. FMRS shows proper

zero water content down to ,47 m b.g.s., which

further increases with depth up to ,8% (Fig. 3b) at

,70 m b.g.s. within the well sorted coarse sandstone.

Interestingly, with different FMRS (0.08 and 0.06) and

different Sy (0.04 and 0.02) in the Serowe and Palla

Road locations, the Sr ¼ FMRS 2 Sy ¼ 0:04 was

obtained for both cases which indicated similar

primary porosity but different secondary porosity of

the Ntane sandstone aquifer. A similar was also the

Hwm, which for Palla Road is 4.5 m and for Serowe

4.2 m, both estimated for the 100 m depth interval.

Based on the FMRS data, it was not possible to

precisely estimate the groundwater table level due to

the loss of the resolution with depth in the inversion.

Considering the MRS measurement accuracy in dual

porosity sandstone rocks, it is expected that due to the

30 ms dead time instrumental limitation, a fraction of

the fine matrix porosity was undetectable. If the entire

pore size spectrum was measured, the Hwm would

probably be larger.

The main current limitations related to the

interpretation of the FMRS signal can be listed as

follows: (1) lack of exact relation between FMRS and

Ff ; (2) unavailable separation of signal contributions

of water of unconnected and dead-end porosity from

overall FMRS – particularly important in ne determi-

nation; (3) difficult separation of water signal

contribution of uf from overall FMRS – particularly

important in Sy determination; (4) problems in

interpretation of laterally heterogeneous aquifers

(e.g. fractured aquifers) related to the availability of

1D inversion only; (5) equivalence error in interpret-

ation of FMRS; (6) distorting influence of electrically

conductive layers.

3.2. Hydraulic conductivity and transmissivity

by decay time constant

There is no doubt about the distinct relationship

between the decay time constant ðTdÞ parameter

obtained from the signal decay inversion (Figs. 2c

and 3c) and the aquifer flow parameters hydraulic

conductivity ðKÞ or transmissivity ðTÞ: Td; in Eq. (1)

indicates how fast the signal decays after excitation

which in microscopic scale is understood as the time

required by the excited precessing nuclei to make a

series of hits against the solid walls of the rock pores

to loose energy and phase coherency. Td is a measure

of how free (how extractable) the water is.

Within NMR technology, three Td types are

distinguished: T1 (longitudinal relaxation), T2 (trans-

verse relaxation) and Tp
2 (free induction decay time

constant) as described in Kenyon (1997). In the

current standard MRS implementation mainly Tp
2 is

evaluated although recently with longer acquisition

time, T1 can also be estimated. The measurement of

T2; which, unlike Tp
2 ; does not include the effect of

non-uniformity of the static magnetic field is not yet

available in the commercial MRS instrumentation. In

the absence of magnetic effects, the MRS-measured

Tp
2 < T2:

The first MRS empirical relationship between Tp
2

and rock type dependent pore size was published by

Schirov et al. (1991) and later on extended by adding

the NMR description of a very short decay rate

available in the borehole logging (Allen et al., 1997),

see Table 1.

Table 1 shows that Tp
2 decreases towards finer

rock materials with smaller pore size. It shows

also, that MRS does not measure signals with very

short Tp
2 corresponding to very fine pore size.
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Fortunately, the most interesting hydrogeological

layers, namely permeable ones, are well measured

despite the mentioned limitation.

In the standard MRS signal decay inversion

(Fig. 3c), depth dependent distribution of Tp
2 is used

to evaluate aquifer permeability with depth and to

discriminate layers having the same or similar FMRS

but different permeability like coarse sand and clayey

sand. The Tp
2 inversion is less developed and less

reliable than FMRS inversion, it looses resolution

quicker with depth and is more susceptible to

magnetic effects i.e. rock-water magnetic suscepti-

bility contrast or the earth’s field inhomogeneity.

In Waalwijk-2 (Fig. 3c), the unsaturated zone is

well marked by low Tp
2 values. After passing the break

point at 6 m b.g.s. correspondent to the level of the

groundwater table, Tp
2 starts to increase. This reflects

the change of granulometry from fine through

medium to coarse, represented by the layer of gravel

at depth interval 14.5–17.5 m b.g.s. Below this, Tp
2

declines within the thick layer of medium sand

intercalated by several thin, fine sand layers. This is

in good agreement with the Tp
2 description although its

continuous decline with depth does not really fit with

the occurrence of the coarse material layer at

33–39 m b.g.s. where an increase of Tp
2 would rather

be expected. Such disagreement might be either

attributed to substantial addition of the fine sand and

loam material in that layer at the location of the test or

to the fact that already at this depth the Tp
2 inversion is

unreliable. An analysis of the deeper section of the Tp
2

suggests that the latter option is more likely because

below 52 m b.g.s., Tp
2 inversion shows rising Tp

2 in

the clay layer where obviously the opposite effect is

expected. Legchenko et al., (2002) point out general

problems of the Tp
2 inversion stating that relaxation

time is resolved down to 70–80 m only. Waalwijk-2,

characterized by groundwater abundance at the

shallow depth, indicates that the depth to which the

relaxation time is resolved can be substantially lower.

In Lameira, Tp
2 is not continuous (Fig. 3c) due to

the non-permeable hard rock layers present. The first

free water detected by MRS at ,3 m b.g.s. in the

clay-rich soil is characterized by a short decay time of

30 ms. Another groundwater occurrence in the con-

glomerate layer is registered by three values with one

going up to 400 ms indicating coarse openings

containing water. Finally the deepest Tp
2 record of

150 ms at ,54 m b.g.s., corresponds to the permeable

fractured metavolcanic layer. As expected the shal-

lower fractured metavolcanic layer sealed with clay

was not detected.

In St-Cyr-en-Val (Fig. 3c) shallow alluvial depos-

its indicate quite high decay time of 150–250 ms

further increasing with depth within the sand and

gravel layer up to 800 ms. As expected a drop of Tp
2 is

observed in the marl confining unit after which Tp
2

starts rising again towards the peak of Tp
2 . 800 ms

which corresponds to the upper karstic limestone

layer. The second limestone layer was not detected.

In Palla Road, Tp
2 pattern is irregular due to poor

S/N with typical values around 100 ms. Along the first

6 m within the Kalahari sand, Tp
2 is not determined

due to low water content. The leakage zone below

(12–18 m b.g.s.), has a decay rate ,100 ms corre-

spondent to fine sand as indicated by the borehole

information. An aquifer starting at 18 m b.g.s., is

marked by an increase of Tp
2 above 100 ms, which

further drops with depth to 40 ms at ,25 m b.g.s.

reflecting a thin layer of consolidated silty sandstone

(35–65 m b.g.s.). Below this, Tp
2 rises again within

the well-sorted fine to medium grain, productive

sandstone aquifer, containing main water resources.

In the case of Serowe, in the first 40 m of

unconsolidated Kalahari sand, Tp
2 is not determined

due to low water content. At 40 m b.g.s., perched

Kalahari sand water above the top of the Ntane

Sandstone layer shows maximum Tp
2 ¼ 140 ms;

which continues to decrease to 80 ms at 60 m b.g.s.

Table 1

Empirical NMR relationship relating decay rate with aquifer media,

after Schirov et al. (1991), entry in italic is from Allen et al. (1997)

Signal

decay rate

Petrophysical

information

MRS

detectability

T2 , 3 ms Clay bound water No

Tp
2 , 30 ms Sandy clays No or

marginally

30 , Tp
2 , 60 ms Clayey sands, very fine

sands

Yes

60 , Tp
2 , 120 ms Fine sands Yes

120 , Tp
2 , 180 ms Medium sands Yes

180 , Tp
2 , 300 ms Coarse and gravely sands Yes

300 , Tp
2 , 600 ms Gravel deposits Yes

600 , Tp
2 , 1500 ms Surface water bodies Yes
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still within the unsaturated zone. From 60 m b.g.s.,

Tp
2 is constant, whereas Tp

2 disturbance would rather

be expected due to the groundwater table occurrence

at 68 m b.g.s. and the borehole confirmed increase of

permeability with depth. This suggests that deep

section of Tp
2 is less reliable due to the common MRS

problem related to the loss of resolution with depth.

The available quantitative expressions of the

relation between Td and flow property parameters

are only of empirical nature. The most frequently used

empirical ‘MRS-to-hydraulic’ relation is Eq. (2)

(Seevers 1966), which besides Td uses also FMRS

and proportionality factor ðCÞ to determine per-

meability. Depending on C; the same formula can

also be used to define hydraulic conductivity (Kgotl-

hang, 2000; Legchenko et al., 2002).

K ¼ CFa
MRSTb

d ð2Þ

C is a formation-specific proportionality factor and

therefore it must be re-estimated for each rock type

and deposition environment.

As for parameters a and b, Seevers (1966) assumes

a ¼ 1 and b ¼ 2; Kenyon et al. (1989) assumes a ¼ 4

and b ¼ 2 while Dunn et al. (1999) studied the

correlation between theoretically computed per-

meability, porosity, formation factor and NMR

relaxation times for periodic porous media of identical

touching and overlapping spheres. They obtained

values of b in the range of 1.4 4 2.0 while a was

largely variable depending on b: They finally

concluded a to be less relevant because its large

increase can be easily offset by a modest increase in b:

In MRS, Yaramanci et al. (1999) proposed formula

K ¼ 1:1T4:14
d established for fluvio-glacial deposits

investigated in Germany and later generalized to

statement K , T4
d (Yaramanci et al., 2002) where Td

is given in s and K in m/s. Application of this formula

for the first aquifer at Waalwijk-2 by integrating Td

over the entire thickness of the aquifer (6–52 m)

results in K < 70 m=d i.e. a factor ,3 higher than the

K ¼ 24 m=d indicated by the REGIS model (TNO,

2002).

The parameters a and b are different for different

rock types like igneous, volcanic, sedimentary and

metamorphic rocks because of different hydraulic

porosity models like primary porosity, secondary

porosity, double porosity and karstic porosity. For

example Kenyon’s approach K , F4
MRS·T2

d was

particularly suitable in dual porosity sandstone

media (Kenyon et al., 1989; Sen et al., 1990) while

Seevers formula K , F1
MRS·T2

d gave better results in

secondary porosity media of diorite, gneiss and karstic

porosity of limestone rocks (Legchenko et al., 2002).

More research and empirical material is needed to

establish generic guidelines for appropriate use of

parameters a; b and C of Eq. (2) in various rocks with

various hydraulic porosity models.

A formation-specific proportionality factor C in

Eq. (2), can be relatively easily established by

correlation function when several coincident data

points of Td (MRS data) and K or T (hydrogeological

data e.g. from pumping tests and/or numerical

models) are available. An example of logarithmic

correlation between MRS transmissivity and pumping

test transmissivity integrated with depth, is presented

by Legchenko et al. (2002) who also present results on

the use of T1 for T determination.

By applying standard decay analysis as illustrated

in Fig. 3c important hydrogeological information can

be masked due to the averaging process inherited in

the standard NUMIS MRS inversion. This disadvan-

tage can be partially overcome by applying so called

multi-decay analysis (Roy, 2000; Mohnke et al.,

2001) only possible over data sets with high S/N

approximately .60. In Fig. 6 an example of multi-

decay analysis is illustrated. In Fig. 6a the recorded

NMR signal amplitude is displayed as a function of

the decay time. A measured NMR signal at the

Waalwijk-2 site is illustrated by thick, gray, dashed

line. The standard MRS data processing fits a single

exponential decay rate to the measured signal. This fit

is displayed as ‘MRS inversion model (single Tp
2 )’ line

and it is quite good except for the early part (,60 ms)

and the late part (,240 ms). The measured signal is

further analyzed into three exponential components

(30, 200 and 800 ms) which are illustrated, respect-

ively, with a thin, medium and thick gray curve. The

resultant from these three components is shown by a

‘Resultant fit (30 and 200 and 800 ms)’ curve. In this

last case, the fit is considerably better than the single

exponential case. Following the strategy used in NMR

pore size analysis (Gallegos and Smith, 1988; Kenyon

et al., 1989; Howard and Kenyon, 1992), it is assumed

that each pore decays as a single exponential and

that the pores decay independently of each other.
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An observed decay curve is then analyzed as a sum of

single exponential terms, which when properly

rescaled correspond to pore-size distribution (Howard

and Kenyon, 1992). In that context, MRS provides

free water content as a function of depth for a number

of pore size classes. This strategy further assumes that

the magnetic field is homogeneous and that there is no

magnetic susceptibility contrast i.e. Tp
2 ¼ T2 at the

scale of the MRS survey. This is a reasonable

assumption for many locations in MRS work but it

is not normally the case in laboratory or current

logging NMR work. Fig. 6b is the conclusion from the

exercise illustrated in Fig. 6a where instead of getting

a single water content as in the standard inversion [i.e.

the ‘MRS inversion model (single Tp
2 )’ the same as

in Fig. 3c], the data set is now inverted into three

pore-size classes (fine, medium and coarse) illustrated

with thin, medium and thick curves, respectively. An

analysis of these curves (Fig. 6b) indicates, that on the

first meter below the surface, at the time of the survey,

all the available water was in the fine fraction. From

borehole data it is known that the coarsest pore size

material occurs within the interval 10–21.5 m b.g.s.

This interval coincides with the rise of the coarse

water content fraction and the drop of the fine water

content fraction (Fig. 6b). This combination is

indicative of high hydraulic conductivity with the

maximum at ,14 m b.g.s. not necessarily coincident

with the maximum value of effective porosity at

,21 m b.g.s. estimated by the maximum FMRS

(thinnest line). Thus there is a clear distinction

between storage and flow properties. The maximum

Fig. 6. Multi-decay signal analysis: (a) Waalwijk-2 NMR signal decay for Q ¼ 1300 Ams analyzed into one and three decay time constants; (b)

Corresponding data inversion into 3 pore size classes using complete sounding data set.
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effective porosity is reached roughly at the depth

where the medium pore-size reaches its maximum.

Below 21 m b.g.s., an effective porosity decreases

gradually both for its fine and medium pore-size

components. As is similarly shown in Fig. 3, one must

keep in mind that by applying multi-decay analysis

the second aquifer was also not detected.

With respect to the aquifer flow property evalu-

ations, the most demanding is the improvement and

verification of the relation between decay inversion

results and hydrogeological parameters like aquifer

transmissivity and/or hydraulic conductivity. The

empirical formulas used differ from one rock type to

the other and ignore the pore connectivity aspect. This

can be improved by simultaneous use of MRS with

electrical methods at sites with hydrogeological

parameters available. More MRS tests in various

hydrogeological environments applying multi-decay

analysis and inversion are needed in order to establish

functional relation(s) between MRS output and two

main aquifer flow parameters, transmissivity and

hydraulic conductivity.

4. Aquifer geometry

As discussed, MRS provides free water content and

an estimate of permeability with depth. Therefore it

can be used for evaluation of the aquifer geometry i.e.

the detection of unconfined groundwater table depth

and layer boundaries (tops and bottoms) both called

hydrostratigraphic boundaries (Fig. 3) and in the

future for evaluation of various 2D and 3D hydro-

geological features.

There is no universal and unique recipe to mark the

position of the groundwater table using combination

of FMRS and Td yet. By comparison with the field

data, it can be observed (Fig. 3) that the groundwater

table is usually marked by inflection, bend or break

points on either FMRS (Palla Road) or on Td (St-Cyr-

en-Val) or on both of them (Waalwijk). Gev et al.

(1996) point out the benefit of using MRS in

groundwater table determination giving the example

of a densely fractured chalk site in Israel, where MRS

results were different from early piezometric measure-

ments but became consistent with the piezometric

levels after a one-day stabilization period (a situation

similar to Palla Road). They postulated that the

regional groundwater table in fractured rocks could

have been even more accurately determined using

MRS (HYDROSCOPE used) than by direct borehole

measurements arguing that the probability of encoun-

tering for example multi-layer joints at a depth

corresponding to the regional water level is signifi-

cantly higher for MRS than for boreholes because

MRS covers much larger volumes than the volume

related to the pumping test. Our experience in MRS

application, at probably less fractured environments

in Western Spain (i.e. granite, gneiss), indicated

however, that in general, an identification of a

groundwater table in a hard rock environment is

very difficult. It strongly depends on the S/N ratio

influenced by the average quantity of water in the unit

rock volume (related to the fracture density), which at

the sites tested by us was usually too low to be

detected accurately with MRS. Furthermore, the

inversion routines are 1D, so that no reliable water

table determination can be made in the sparsely

fractured cases. With the present MRS technology and

good S/N ratio, the phreatic groundwater table can be

detected in laterally homogeneous layers with an

accuracy of one to a few meters (Gev et al., 1996)

depending on the depth and hydrogeological situation.

Shallow levels are evaluated with higher accuracy,

although with the improvement in technology, the

improvement of accuracy can also be expected

regarding deeper targets.

The combined analysis of FMRS and Td with depth

(Fig. 3b and c) can be applied for the identification of

the layer boundaries (tops and bottoms) in the

subsurface. In the Waalwijk-2 sounding example,

only the first shallow unconfined aquifer is detected

by MRS sounding although the aquifer bottom is

determined neither on FMRS nor on Td: In the Lameira

case not only the first shallow aquifer but also the

second one extending down to 58 m b.g.s. are well

detected. Also two aquifers are detected in the case of

St-Cyr-en-Val, while the third starting at 60 m b.g.s.

was undetectable. The aquifer boundaries in both

sandstone cases, Palla Road and Serowe, were quite

well detected despite a low S/N ratio. In all five cases

analyzed it is observed that below ,50–60 m b.g.s.

(threshold dependent not only upon the S/N ratio but

also upon loop size, ground conductivity, available

range of Q) the hydrostratigraphic information

becomes less reliable and often unreadable.
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An evaluation of aquifer hydrostratigraphy with

MRS is currently only an approximate estimate

because: (1) uncertainty of data interpretation

increases with depth (2) it happens as in the

Waalwijk-2 case, that abundance of water in the

shallow layers masks the occurrence of the underlying

layers; (3) the accuracy of the interpretation due to the

current 1D inversion limitation is warranted only

when the investigated layers are homogenous and

parallel to the surface - the expected 2D and 3D MRS

inversion will resolve this problem; (4) MRS inver-

sion involves interpretation equivalence and its

severity increases with depth. However, contrary to

other classical geophysical methods, there is no

ambiguity with respect to free water detection and

Hw evaluation.

Very important in a description of aquifer geome-

try are the 2D and 3D discrete hydrogeological

features. These are the bodies of the local aquifer

heterogeneity, which often are comparable with the

MRS measurement scale. The 2D features are: plane-

shaped permeable hydrogeological features like, open

fractures, water bearing faults, dykes etc. plane-

shaped impermeable hydrogeological features (bar-

riers) like impermeable dykes, sealed fractures and

faults; plane-shaped contacts between permeable and

impermeable rocks such as sedimentary or tectonic

contacts. The 3D discrete hydrogeological features

comparable with the MRS measurement scale are:

subsurface features such as tectonic structures, buried

channel fills, facies changes and variously shaped

karstic bodies and cavities. With present MRS

technology due to the 1D limitation, 2D and 3D

discrete hydrogeological features are recognized only

if their size is comparable with the volume investi-

gated. Such recognition is volumetric, treated as water

content percentage compared to the total volume

investigated without spatial identification (see below).

However, as soon as the 2D and 3D inversions with

hardware and field procedure improvements become

available, an appropriately designed surveys will

yield information not only about storage ðFMRSÞ and

flow property ðTdÞ with depth but also on location,

dimension, and the geometrical shape of the investi-

gated targets provided FMRS contrast and Td

contrast will be large enough to be detected against

the response of the bulk media. Warsa et al. (2002)

have already initiated this type of research.

5. Volumetric data integration

The MRS investigation similar to other surface

geophysical methods refers to large investigated

volumes, usually in a range of several thousand m3

(up to ,106 m3) of subsurface media according to the

size of the loop and Q excitation value used. The

measured MRS response can be currently interpreted

(e.g. overall water content in the measured volume)

only if the investigated subsurface is nearly hom-

ogenous and isotropic regarding storage and flow

property within the scale of each discrete layer

assumed to be parallel to the surface. In hetero-

geneous and anisotropic subsurface, as mentioned, 1D

inversion can only provide an estimate averaged over

the investigated volumes in layers parallel to the

surface.

Information from joint analysis of FMRS and Td

with depth (Fig. 3b and c) can therefore be used in the

semi-quantitative judgment of the aquifer potential.

The unconsolidated rocks are characterized by high

FMRS and high Td like the shallow aquifer in the

Waalwijk-2 case indicate a water rich aquifer. Low

FMRS and high Td are characteristic for karstic

aquifers (St-Cyr-en-Val) which might be very pro-

ductive despite of low FMRS: Low FMRS and low to

moderate Td refer to secondary porosity aquifers

(Lameira) while moderate FMRS and moderate Td

characterize double porosity aquifers (Palla Road,

Serowe). Cases of moderate or even high FMRS and

low Td; usually represent clayey or silty semi-

permeable aquitards. A combination of low FMRS

and low Td usually show impermeable aquiclude. In

the vadose zone, low to intermediate FMRS and

variable Td are common.

Information obtained from MRS inversion can also

be used as input data for groundwater modelling,

where one-to-one correspondence between MRS loop

position and model grid cell (voxel) is expected.

Currently such correspondence works well only in

homogenous and isotropic investigated layers parallel

to the surface. In heterogeneous and anisotropic layers

the signal contribution of the subsurface investigated

volume is averaged but not yet well defined. It implies

that the accurate, one-to-one correspondence between

the MRS loop position and the related model grid cell

(voxel) cannot explicitly be made yet. It is expected

however that in the near future, depending on the task
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realized, MRS method will be able, either to average

the volume investigated (as it happens already now) or

similar to tomographic brain imaging, to 2D and/or

3D scan the hydrogeological features in the volume

investigated. By changing the size of the loop and/or

by using multiple detectors like in a current resistivity

imaging technique, through the alteration of the

excitation value, MRS is likely to be compatible for

matching the inversion volume with the hydrogeolo-

gical target volume (e.g. discretized cell or voxel of

the numerical model). Such a unique approach will

allow also for a substantial reduction of the scale

problem, known in numerical groundwater modelling

(Lubczynski, 1997).

6. Well siting

At the regional scale, favorable well siting

locations like regional hydrogeological structures

are often detectable using remote sensing image

interpretation and/or airborne geophysics. At the local

scale, precise well siting is in most cases successful

with standard ground exploration geophysics

methods. The disadvantage of such methods is that

they cannot provide predictive information about well

yields. The MRS method in its current implemen-

tation (NUMIS) is not optimized for well siting in

laterally heterogeneous conditions. Such a task is

often handled by electromagnetic (EM) profiling

and/or resistivity profiling methods while MRS

provides an estimate of the yield at the site selected.

The accuracy of such yield prediction however is

constrained by the S/N ratio, the complexity of the

water response from different rock types, 1D inver-

sion limitation and insufficient hydrogeological test-

ing and verification. It means that as yet, the yield

prediction can only be made in the areas where

correlation between the MRS results and borehole

data is available. Examples of projects with such area-

specific correlations have already been reported from

different rock environments. Good correlation

between the MRS inversion parameters (FMRS and

Td;) and well abstractions was observed for the

Botswana Ntane sandstone aquifer (Kgotlhang,

2000). In fractured diorite of Saudi Arabia,

Legchenko et al. (2002) showed the distinct corre-

lation between borehole specific capacities and

estimates of specific capacity derived from MRS.

They used a linear relation of MRS calculated

transmissivity applying ‘Seevers formula’ for calcu-

lation of hydraulic conductivity. In unconsolidated

deposits (sand, silt and clay) in Cambodia, Vouilla-

moz et al. (2002) proposed MRS as a tool for

production well siting. They correlated successfully

MRS transmissivity with pumping test transmissivity.

Based on a financial analysis, the authors also point

out that, currently, the borehole success rate can be

substantially improved by joint use of MRS with other

geophysical methods like resistivity and electromag-

netic surveys. Another type of improvement on the

joint MRS inversion supported by vertical electrical

sounding is reported by Hertrich and Yaramanci

(2002). Such improvements in 2D and 3D MRS

scheme and the accumulation of experience over

various hydrogeological environments will allow the

MRS groundwater exploration and evaluation tasks to

be performed with less reliance on the need for area-

specific borehole correlation data. With improvement

of the S/N ratio, decay time constant (introduction of

T1) and incorporation of the phase shift in the

inversion algorithm, the reduction of the MRS

distortions attributed to e.g. the influence of electri-

cally conductive rocks is expected. The MRS data can

then be reliably interpreted at yield prediction tests in

an economically sound way.

7. Water in unsaturated zone and groundwater

recharge

There is no non-invasive method yet capable of

providing a quantitative and reliable (as compared to

the gravimetric method) description of the water

content (moisture) of the unsaturated zone. Electrical

and electromagnetic methods, always considered as

valuable contributors, play an important role in

unsaturated zone investigation but only in a qualitat-

ive manner. The relationship between apparent

resistivity and water content is more complex in the

vadose zone than in the saturated zone. Moreover, the

measured resistivities are mostly affected by an

increase of conductance when the water particles are

electrically interconnected among each other, which

is a function of the ‘wettability’ of the mineral grain-

water interface. Ground penetrating radar (GPR) may
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supply some shallow information about the localiz-

ation of sharply defined variations in water content

(dielectric changes) in a clean, medium to coarse sand

environment. GPR can map the water table accurately

although its capability is quickly impaired by the

presence of conducting material such as saline water

or clay.

As mentioned MRS detects free water content,

which combines retained water and gravitational

water. Currently with MRS it is not possible to

differentiate these two water types. It is however

known in hydrology that soil suction pressure at a

specific retention capacity ðSrÞ is independent of the

soil type and approximately equal to 2340 mBar

(Dingman, 1994) so the excess of water above Sr

resulting in suction pressure decline is regarded as

gravitational water (recharge). This relation can be

used in determination of the generic functions for

various rock (soil) types and hydrological con-

ditions, correlating MRS measurement of unsatu-

rated capillary retention with profile soil moisture

and soil suction pressure measurements, all three

being performed in the in situ monitoring mode.

Standard soil suction pressure sensors could control

such change while the standard soil moisture sensor

could provide comparison with the MRS water

content all operated by an automatic data acquisition

system.

The soil moisture profile and soil suction pressure

sensors are already scientifically accepted tools for

recharge modelling. However, installation of such

sensors is cumbersome (usually from deep excavated

shafts), limited to shallow depth and restricted to 1D

evaluation. The MRS technology with its surface non-

invasive approach and volumetric averaging effect has

the potential to overcome these problems. Since the

vadose zone is usually relatively shallow a light-

weight version of the MRS would suffice, and it could

be installed permanently or temporarily in monitoring

mode.

8. Groundwater salinity

Attempts made in the application of MRS in saline

groundwater environments (Goldman et al., 1994;

Shushakov, 1996) indicated that MRS is not an

appropriate method for groundwater salinity detection

having limitations in performance in conductive

environments. We foresee future MRS application in

saline groundwater environments rather in combi-

nations with electric/electromagnetic methods, like

for example the optimal combination with TDEM

(Goldman et al., 1994), combining the strength of

MRS (as water quantity estimator) and TDEM (as

salinity estimator) in one common loop setup.

9. Direct determination of groundwater

contamination?

The application of MRS for contamination assess-

ment is still unknown but certainly its detection

potential is physically restricted to the contaminants

containing hydrogen. To our knowledge, the MRS

technology has not yet been tested to detect hydrogen-

containing fluids other than water. However such

experiments have already been performed under

laboratory conditions using the NMR spectroscopy

on hydrocarbon contaminants such as gasoline (Hed-

berg et al., 1993; Daugney et al., 2000).

The laboratory NMR uses as a principle the

partitioning of the wide range of different relaxation

time constants T1 to differentiate liquids filling the

rock pores. In order to assess the behavior of the

water-gasoline mixture, Hedberg et al. (1993) per-

formed a complex test measuring systematically T1 in

varying water and gasoline contents in a sandstone

matrix. The experiment indicated that a water-

saturated matrix had substantially lower T1 than a

gasoline-saturated matrix. When gasoline coexisted

with water in the pore space, the water was a stronger

wetting agent so the gasoline – rock interaction

decreased making the T1 difference between water

and gasoline (in mixture) even more distinct. In a

recent experiment on a silica gel matrix, Daugney

et al. (2000) proved however, that such a distinct

difference was only valid in the presence of

paramagnetic substances, in their case, iron-coating

material. The laboratory NMR indicated not only

differentiation between water and hydrocarbon but

also the possibility of quantification of the hydrated

components of the rock matrix. These experiments

showed a clear relation between gasoline content

and signal amplitude although the exact quantitative

assessment under laboratory conditions to differen-
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tiate gasoline content from water content in the

mixture seemed to be difficult (Hedberg et al., 1993).

The laboratory experiments pointed out the compli-

cated nature of the joint dependence of the signal

amplitude upon the total quantities of water and

hydrocarbon present, their pore scale locations, their

bulk relaxation constant and the concentration,

location and form of paramagnetic substances in the

system (Daugney et al., 2000).

Laboratory NMR allows for a wider range of

diagnostic experiments than MRS, which is sub-

stantially limited by weaker natural earth magnetic

field, and does not allow for high and consistent S/N

ratios available in laboratory conditions. It is only

recently, that T1 was implemented in the MRS

technology and T2 is not available as yet. Therefore

currently it is still unlikely that trace amounts of

hydrated contaminants can be detected with MRS in

groundwater.

10. Evaluation of transport parameters?

In hydrogeology, transport parameters are in most

cases assessed by the tracer tests. Field tracer

experiments, although providing data on the pore

space, after an inversion of the breakthrough curves,

are always limited to the scale of the tracer test. None

of the field methods is able to identify spatially

(visualize) the framework of the pores, the main factor

controlling transport of water. So far such processes

have been successfully identified only in laboratory

conditions, first in static time series using X-ray

computer tomography (Reinken et al., 1995) and

recently directly in motion through magnetic reson-

ance imaging (MRI). Greiner et al. (1997) and Oswald

et al. (1997) applied clinical MRI and a paramagnetic

substance (CuSO4) as a tracer over the columnar

physical model, filled with silica glass beads to

acquire 3D tomographic information allowing the

identification of the flow regimes and the following

transport parameters: pore water velocity, effective

porosity, longitudinal dispersion coefficient and

longitudinal dispersivity. Baumann et al. (2000)

used a similar laboratory set up but with a natural

sediment to image in 3D the pore space and to directly

measure the molecular diffusion and the flow of water

within a natural porous media. They concluded that, in

a similar way, in the near future, the visualization and

parameterization of the reactive transport will also be

feasible.

Regarding the potential of MRS use in similar

imaging applications one has to be aware that both the

Larmor frequency and the flow velocities are much

higher in the laboratory conditions than in the field

MRS where groundwater flows are much slower and

the Larmor frequency is tied to the earth’s magnetic

field. Moreover, MRS field applications, even at test

sites well hydrogeologically documented, experience

heterogeneity problems, which in laboratory con-

ditions can be well controlled. It seems therefore, that

direct flow visualization with MRS will remain out of

reach for quite a long time. In a shorter term, however,

is foreseen the MRS visualization of porous media in

terms of pore-size distribution, namely 3D visualiza-

tion of water content as a function of discrete pore-

size classes showing the spatial structure and texture

of subsurface.

11. Conclusions

1. MRS is a new and very promising hydro-

geophysical method. In contrast to other classical

geophysical methods it is water selective, and

therefore is much less ambiguous in groundwater

assessment.

2. The MRS technique is still undergoing develop-

ment not only regarding hardware but also data

interpretation. There are hydrogeological situ-

ations like the Waalwijk-2 water abundant case,

where despite a very high and very suitable signal

to noise ratio, the method is unable to resolve the

data down from 50–60 m b.g.s.

3. In MRS, the measured water content ðFMRSÞ is

assumed to be equal to free water content ðFfÞ

although the systematic evaluation of the

reliability of the accuracy of this statement is

not available. If in the saturated aquifer condition

the unconnected and dead-end porosity and/or

fracturing can be neglected, then FMRS ¼ ne:

Specific yield can be derived from Sy ¼ FMRS 2

Sr which slightly underestimates Sy due to
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the current hardware constrained underestimation

of total water content disregarding bound water

with signal decay ,30 ms. With such limitation

and with current assumption of FMRS ø Ff ; more

correct is the formula Sy ¼ FMRS 2 uf ; which

however is less practical due to the difficulties in

uf estimate.

4. Td is correlated with hydrogeological flow

parameters K and T : Although this correlation

is already expressed by an empirical, media

dependent formula linking K with Td and FMRS;

research is still required on this topic. In field

applications this formula has to be calibrated

by borehole data for its quantitative use. As an

improvement complementary multi-decay

analysis is proposed.

5. Aquifer geometry is estimated currently as a 1D

task with the resolution decreasing with depth.

Shallow groundwater table and shallow layer

boundaries in homogenous isotropic sites can be

relatively well determined despite the equival-

ence inherited in the data interpretation increas-

ing with deeper targets. Particularly those deeper

than ,50 m b.g.s., are less reliably evaluated.

Small-scale variability (e.g. heterogeneity in the

MRS sounding scale) is not recognizable yet with

current MRS technology (1D limitation). With

technology improvement this problem will be

gradually removed so that MRS will be able to

scan target water volumes.

6. The 1D MRS volume-averaging scheme is

suitable for quantitative storage parameterization

and semi-quantitative flow property parameter-

ization assuming homogeneity and isotropy of the

layers parallel to the surface. This is particularly

suitable for regional numerical groundwater

modelling where similar assumptions are made

and where MRS inverted volume can roughly

match the model grid. The exact volumetric

match will be available as soon as 2D and 3D

MRS data acquisition and data inversion become

available.

7. Currently, MRS is not optimized yet for well

siting in laterally heterogeneous environments so

other geophysical profiling techniques may be

more efficient in this task. Present MRS inversion

parameters however, can already be used to

evaluate the suitability (potential productivity) of

well sites, but only after calibration by well

pumping test data. Joint use of MRS with

resistivity and electromagnetic survey and joint

inversion can improve borehole success rates in

well siting.

8. MRS detects water in an unsaturated zone and

therefore it seems there is a good future for MRS

applications in monitoring of unsaturated water

fluxes. With the current technology, this is still

impractical because of present heavy instrument

design, having instrumental limitations in the

measurement of water decay times shorter than

30 ms (clay, clayey very fine sand) and focused

on fairly laborious, deep quantitative ground-

water assessment. An alternative could be smaller

and cheaper instruments, free from the decay time

measurement limitation, which could be used for

logger based recharge-evapotranspiration moni-

toring but also for shallow groundwater

exploration.

9. The MRS is not a tool for groundwater salinity

determination. However, the integrated use of

MRS with electrical and electromagnetic

methods increases the reliability of the salinity

information.

10. The evaluation of the potential use of MRS in

direct detection of groundwater contamination

and in tracer imaging, based on the literature

study of NMR hydrocarbon detection and tracer

imaging in laboratory conditions indicates that

the MRS technique similar to NMR applications,

is restricted to the substances containing hydro-

gen and that the implications of the field scale of

the MRS experiment and heterogeneity involved

make it additionally challenging.

11. So far the MRS method has been known mainly

in the geophysical community. This community

stimulates technological MRS development.

Hydrogeologists are the end users of this

technique and therefore cooperation in the

knowledge transfer between the geophysical and

the hydrogeological community, particularly

regarding sites with reliable hydrogeological

data available is needed to speed up development

and verification of the method. It is hoped that

this paper will stimulate establishing such a link

between the two mentioned communities.
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